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DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

Patented Dual Pull-Tab System

Overcomes the de�ciencies of the single 
pull-tab by allowing the user to grip the 
rear tabs with both hands in order to 
stretch and expand the device for the 
easiest on and o�.

Patented Trim Line® Feature

This patented feature allows the 
user to permanently remove the 
rear spikes if exposure of a de�ned 
heel is a safety requirement.

Snow Traction Tread

Features a deep and aggressive 
non-clogging tread pattern that 
provides complimentary traction to 
the spikes in thicker snow.
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CONDITIONS EFFECTIVE IN

SPARE SPIKE™ All-Traction™ Footwear is an
economical way to reduce slips and falls in winter 
conditions. SPARE SPIKE™ �ts quickly and easily over all 
types of footwear and increases traction in ice and snow.

If your employees must walk periodically in slippery outdoor 
winter conditions, SPARE SPIKE™ is the ideal solution. 
Lightweight, compact and versatile, the SPARE SPIKE™ will help 
to greatly reduce the slips and falls in these conditions.

As its name says, The SPARE SPIKE™ features a convenient extra 
replacement spike on the upper portion of the device. Accidentally 
losing a spike from the bottom of any traction device can be 
dangerous. The SPARE SPIKE’s patent pending extra replacement 
spike ensures that you’ll always have a few spares with you to 
ensure that your crews are always walking safely! 
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SPIKE REPLACEMENT KIT

Replaceable Spike / Spare Spike™

Losing a spike while walking or working can be like getting a �at 
tire. The spikes on the Spare Spike™ are not only 100% replaceable 
with no special tools needed, but each foot features a unique patent 
pending spare spike holding compartment. This ensures that the 
user will always have their spares with them for quick and easy 
replacement with no loss of safe walking.
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from the sole

2.  Remove the Spare Spike™ 
from the toe area
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Built-in 
Extra Spike!
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